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PREFACE

This thesis deals with some investigations at very low temperatures in

which a He-circulating He- He dilution refrigerator and a Pomeranchuk

cooling device are used. The main theme is the design and construction of a

special device, a Pomeranchuk cell that is precooled and pressurized with a

He-circulating He- He dilution refrigerator, that can be used to obtain a

lowest temperature of the order of 1.1 mK. Furthermore, some details of the
3 4

working of such a dilution refrigerator and some properties of He- He mix-

tures at high pressures were investigated.

The He-circulating He- He dilution refrigerator is the subject of the

first chapter. It will be demonstrated that it is a reliable instrument for

reaching the millikelvin range of temperature. The first refrigerator of

this type was built in 1971 in Leyden by Taconis, Pennings, Das and De Bruyn

Ouboter; the lowest attainable temperature gradually shifted to 8 mK, but

the further development of this refrigerator was hampered by the lack of

knowledge about the detailed character of the dilution process and the
3 3 4

counterflow of the two liquid phases. Unlike the He-circulating He- He
dilution refrigerator, the He-circulating refrigerator can be used at high

A

pressures up to the melting pressure of pure He (2.53 MPa).
4

In order to study some of its properties by visual observations, a He-circu-
3 4lating He- He dilution refrigerator has been made entirely of glass; the

observed counterflow of the two liquid phases has been described in chapter 1.

The refrigerator is placed in a dark room, and it can work between 0.17 K and

0.8 K. At these temperatures and a pressure below 2 MPa a liquid He- He

mixture separates into two liquid phases, a He-rich phase on top and a He-
4

rich phase at the bottom. As soon as He is cycled through the refrigerator
droplets of diluted He are observed to fall from the upper inlet superleak.

Their diameter has been determined and can be interpreted by means of the

interfacial surface tension; their velocity seems to be the same under all

circumstances. The implication of the formation of these droplets for the

working of such a dilution refrigerator at 10 mK has been discussed.

In order to be able to do the measurements that are described in chapters

3 and 4, a cryostat is required that can be operated continuously for periods

of several weeks and that is suited for experiments at 1 mK. Such a cryostat

is described in chapter 2. It is provided with a very large vacuum space in



which the experiments can be done.
3

The method of cooling by adiabatic solidification of pure He and our

new version of the Pomeranchuk cooling device are described in chapter 3. The

temperature of He can be lowered by converting low-entropy liquid into high-

entropy solid by means of a volume decrease of a cell, that is therefore

provided with a flexible bellows. This so-called Pomeranchuk cooling, or

adiabatic congressional cooling of He along the melting curve below 0.3 K,

where its slope is negative, is an attractive method for cooling a large

quantity of He down to the low millikelvin range of temperature. Precooling

with a He- He dilution refrigerator is necessary and for the compression the

use of a He-circulating refrigerator has particular advantages. In the cool-

ing device described in the third chapter 0.25 mol He was precooled and

pressurized with a He-circulating dilution refrigerator; by adiabatic

solidification a lowest temperature of 1.1 mK was obtained. The device has

shown to be a reliable cooling instrument for experiments in the millikelvin

range. The refrigerator has worked for more than four weeks continuously, and
a Pomeranchuk cooling could be done every day.

3
At absolute zero the entropy of all substances vanishes. In the case of He
there is ordering into a superfluid phase with extraordinary properties below

2.75 mK. Solid He, which has a considerable entropy due to its nuclear spin|,
shows ordering into a magnetic ordered phase below 1.1 mK. Both the onset

3
of the superfluid phases in liquid He and the onset of the ordering in solid
3
He have been detected in the experiment in the cell described above. Agreement

with earlier data of other authors has been found and the known NMR shift in

the superfluid phase was observed.

In chapter 4 an interesting phenomenon is described that has been studied

with our dilution refrigerator and compression cell. This involves the measure-

ments of liquid-solid phase transitions in He- He mixtures in the pressure

range from 2.5 MPa to 3.4 MPa. From isothermal compressibility measurements

between 50 mK and 310 mK we determined the pressure where a three-phase
4 ^

equilibrium exists between almost pure solid He, a diluted mixture of He in
4 3

liquid He and pure liquid He. From an extrapolation of the data to lower
3

temperatures we concluded that the diluted liquid He phase exists as a homo-

geneous mixture at absolute zero up to a pressure of 2.555 MPa, which is above
A

the melting pressure of He (2.53 MPa). At higher pressures this mixture sepa-
4 3

rates into almost pure solid He and almost pure liquid He. Decreasing the

10



volume further results in selfcool ing, apparently due to conversion of the
3

liquid phase into a solid mixture with a high concentration of He. This self-

cooling effect was observed by adiabatic compression in the temperature range

from 340 mK to 24 mK at pressures between 2.8 MPa and 3.4 MPa. The effective-
3 4ness of the compressional cooling of He- He mixtures depends also on the

influence of the entropy of mixing; this cooling method should be investigated

further in the future.

1
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C H A P T E R 1

VISUAL OBSERVATIONS OF THE COUNTERFLOW OF.THE TWO LIQUID PHASES

IN A 4HE-CYCLING 3HE-4HE DILUTION REFRIGERATOR MADE OF GLASS*)

1. Introduction.

Dilution refrigeration is a convenient method to reach temperatures down

to the millikelvin range. It has been of particular interest in the last two

decades, after He became widely available. The history of dilution refrigera-
3 4tion started in 1951 when H. London [1] presented his model of the He- He

3 4
mixture, He being a Fermi-gas in a surrounding of superfluid He, which acts
as a "mechanical vacuum". From this model it is understood that He is expanded

4 3isentropically by adding entropyless superfluid He to He.
In 1956 Walters and Fairbank [2] discovered the phase separation of mix-

3
tures of the two isotopes in a concentrated, He-rich phase (the upper phase)
and a diluted, lower phase as shown in fig. 1. Since the concentrated phase

has a lower density, it is floating on top of the diluted phase. As was pointed

out by London, Clark and Mendoza [3] in 1962, phase separation offers an

This chapter has been published in Physiaa: B. van den Brandt, J.W. Tierolf

and R. de Bvuyn Oubotev3 Physioa 104B (1981) 371.
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Fig. 1 Phase diagram of He- He mixtures where X is the molar fraction of
He in the mixture.

excellent opportunity for continuous isentropic expansion of the He atoms by
driving them through the phase boundary from the concentrated into the diluted
phase. Even at absolute zero there is a finite solubility of He in He [4].
The driving force for this process is created by evaporating He from the di-
luted phase.

The development of dilution refrigerators followed two different ways
both starting at the Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratory. They differ in the way by
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3 3

which He is diluted. The He-cycling refrigerator is based on the proposal of

London, Clark and Mendoza, the He-cycling apparatus is based more on the idea

of H. London.

A prototype of the He-cycling device was built in 1964 by Das, de Bruyn

Ouboter and Taconis [5]. The phase-separated mixture is contained in a so-

called mixing chamber, and the problem of creating a driving force by with-
3

drawing He from the lower phase is experimentally solved by connecting this
part of the mixing chamber with a pumped bath at 0.7 K. It is well-known [6]

that the vapour above the diluted liquid contains almost pure He, which is
A

pumped to room temperature and after condensing in the surrounding He bath is

added again to the upper phase in the mixing chamber. The performance of this

type of dilution refrigerator depends strongly on the efficiency of the heat

exchanger between the upgoing diluted and the downgoing concentrated stream
3

of He. The first experiment showed a lowest temperature of 0.2 K [5], after

which many extremely important improvements were made by Hall et at. [7] ,

Neganov et at. [8] and Wheatley et at. [9], essentially by the construction of

better heat exchangers. Recently a lowest temperature of 2.0 mK has been

reported by Frossati [10] using sintered silver powder heat exchangers with

extremely large surface areas.

The first continuously operating refrigerator using the idea of injection

of entropyless superfluid He was built in 1971 by Taconis, Pennings, Das and

de Bruyn Ouboter [11]. It is often called the Leyden Dilution Refrigerator

(LDR). One of the most successful versionsis shown in fig. 2 [12] , It consists

of a mixing chamber M which is connected by a capillary C to a demixing cham-

ber D . A He- He mixture is condensed in such a way that after cooling the

refrigerator with the He cryostat Z the phase-separation level is situated in

the demixing chamber. The dilution refrigerator is started by injecting super-

fluid He into the mixing chamber through superleak S p whereas it leaves the

refrigerator through superleak So. When superfluid He enters the mixing
3 4

chamber the surrounding He is dissolved into the He up to a concentration in
agreement with the left branch of the phase separation curve (fig. 1). It is

3
this adiabatic expansion of the He atoms that causes the mixing chamber to

cool down to the ultimate temperature of 8 mK [13] . Since this diluted fraction

is denser than the surrounding liquid in the mixing chamber, it falls through
A

the capillary into the demixing chamber where it demixes. He leaves the re-

frigerator through superleak S 2 and the heat of demixing is withdrawn by the

15



s,

Fig. 2 A He-cycling dilution

refrigerator as described by

Pennings [12]. M — mixing chamber3

made of copper; D - demixing

chamber3 made of copper;

C- stainless steel eounterflow

capiIlary; F- filling capiIlary;

B- He cryostat; S 3S„-super-

leaks, made of jewellers' rouge;

T - CM thermometer; Cu-copper

rod heat exchanger. The lowest

temperature achieved was 8 mK.

I
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3 3
He bath. From conservation of mass of He it can be seen that a two phase

counterflow exists in capillary C. It serves as a heat exchanger between
3 3

descending cold diluted He and ascending warm concentrated He. Since there

is no Kapitza thermal-boundary resistance between the two liquid phases the

heat exchanger should be nearly perfect.

Several ideas were suggested about the detailed character of the counter-

flow of this dilution refrigerator in action. One of the initial opinions was
4

that the He-rich phase creates a very thick "film" and streams downwards
along the wall of capillary C. Another possibility was the macroscopic picture

of fall ing droplets, which has consequences for the mixing properties as well

as for the performance of the counterflow capillary, which was worked out

thermodynamically by Pennings et al. [13] . The idea of falling droplets was

generally accepted, although never investigated experimentally [14]. It has

become even more important after the recent development of the hybrid cycle

[10,15] , a combination of a He-cycling and a He-cycling refrigerator, where

the latter is the coldest part.

The small difference in the indices of refraction of the concentrated and

diluted phase is large enough to enable the experimentalist to observe visually

what is happening in the refrigerator. We built a dilution refrigerator entire-

ly made out of glass, which could work between 0.17 K and 0.8 K.

2. The apparatus.

The dilution refrigerator, which is entirely made out of glass, is shown

in figure 3a. A glass vacuum chamber inside a conventional glass-dewar (not

shown) contains the refrigerator. The mixing chamber M is connected by capil-

lary C with the demixing chamber D, which is fully enclosed by the (single

shot-operated) He cryostat B. The jewellers' rouge superleaks S, and S~ are

hammered in stainless-steel tubes and are soldered to platinum-glass connections.

To enable observations the refrigerator is placed in a dark room and is

illuminated through one of the slits in the silver coating of the dewar by a

small bulb (1/10 Watt). Carbon thermometers are placed in the liquid and are

calibrated against the vapour pressure of He.

1
17



T =0.85K

cm/s

T =0.66 K
Xu = 0.82
X l =0.34

T =0.62 K
Xu=0.85
Xt =0.31

cm /s

T =0.62 K
Xu = 0.85

, 1 cm

T =0.55K
Xu=0.89
Xl=0.25

^ 2 cm/S

=;2 cm/s

T =0.58 K
Xu=0.87
X l=0.27

Fig.3a-f Visual observations of the successive stages of the cooling process in

a He-cycling dilution refrigerator. The velocity of the observed ascending

concentrated droplets and of the descending diluted droplets is indicated by

vertical arrows, whereas the phase separation level is indicated by a
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T =0.31 K

Xu = 0.97

XL =0.12

r :cm/s

T =0.54 K

Xu=0.89

XL = 0.24

= 2 cm /s

T =

Xu=

XL =

0.25K

0.98

0.10

cm/s

T =

X u =

XL =

0.54 K

0.89

0.24

= 2 cm/s

T =0.17K

Xu = 0.99

XL =0.085

v=2cm/.c

T = 0.57 K

Xu=0.88

XL =0.27

horizontal arrow. The temperature of the mixing chamber M and the temperature

of the demixing chamber D are given3 together with the corresponding concentra-

tions of the two liquid phases (see figure 1).
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3. The experiment.

The experiment is started by filling the refrigerator with pure He. When

the superleaks are open, He is cycled while an amount of He is added through

the glass capillary F. At the same time He is condensed into the He cryostat

B through the pumping line. Upon lowering the temperature of the mixture by

means of the He cryostat B one expects the phase separation level to come

down from the top of the mixing chamber since the molar fraction of He in the

mixture is chosen less than the concentration belonging to the tricritical

point (fig. 1. 0.064 < X < 0.67). This simple picture will certainly apply when

the temperature is everywhere the same.

The actual observations are shown in fig. 3a-3f, which represent quasi-

stationary states of the cooling process, that is to say they correspond to
3

situations that vary only slowly in time. In all cases the vapour of the He
cryostat B is pumped away at maximum speed, while throughout fig. 3a-3e the

flow of He is constant and about 10 mol/s. The successive results shown in
3

fig. 3a-3d are obtained by adding more He through F to the mixture, while the
situation pictured in fig. 3e develops from that in 3d after one hour has

4
elapsed. Fig. 3f differs from 3e in that the cycling rate of He has been
increased to 4-10" mol/s.

During the different stages of the cooling process we observed both con-

centrated droplets ascending (indicated by arrow t) and diluted droplets

descending (indicated by arrow I) through the refrigerator. Fig. 3a shows

spontaneous non-equilibrium phase separation throughout the cold lower part of

the refrigerator upon starting the He cryostat, resulting in a constant stream

of ascending concentrated droplets with diameters between 0.5 and 1 mm. Due to

the higher temperature of the mixing chamber the droplets disappear halfway

the counterflow capillary to form a homogeneous mixture. When the temperature

in the mixing chamber reaches the temperature corresponding to the coexistence

curve the phase separation surface becomes clearly visible and comes down after

adding more He through F (fig. 3b). As soon as the surface is below superleak

Sj the injection of He through the superleak becomes visible, and small

dilute droplets descend through the capillary and apparently disappear in the

region of the phase separation surface (fig. 3c). To study the way in which
A

He leaves the superleak, S, has been given a free surface of 4mm diameter

facing downwards, and also free powder surfaces facing sidewards and even

20



upwards. In stages 3c-3e we saw a cloud of He leaking out of all powder

surfaces uniformly without initial velocity, dripping in droplets from the

lowest point of the superleak, the droplets being small compared to the total

surface of the superleak. The observed diameter of the falling droplets was

estimated to be 0.5 mm at 0.55 K, whereas the ascending droplets are still

about 1 mm in size. Both are moving at the velocity of ^ 2 cm/s, coming

together in a very turbulent region in the counterflow capillary, indicated

by a horizontal arrow in fig. 3c. In the figures the vertical arrows indicate

the velocity of the droplets in C. At this stage of the cooling process a very

fine stream of droplets smaller than 0.1 mm diameter is seen to ascend from

superleak S? through the demixing chamber.

Fig. 3d shows the phase-separation surface in the desired position in the

demixing chamber, the working condition of the refrigerator. The mixing chamber

cooled to 0.31 K, the falling droplets have grown to 1 mm and do not change

diameter when falling into warmer regions. They simply disappear when touching

the phase-separation surface. The upward stream is now restricted to the very

fine droplets smaller than 0.1 mm ascending from superleak S~ to the phase-

separation surface in the demixing chamber. Fig. 3e shows the mixing chamber

at 0.25 K where the falling droplets have the size of slightly more than 1 mm

and a shape which seems to be a little elongated. In fig. 3f the flow rate of
4 -4

He has been increased to 4-10 mol/s. An increasing number of separate

droplets is still falling from superleak S-,. The velocity of the falling drop-

lets stays about 2 cm/s ; when they reach the phase-separation level some of

the droplets seem to penetrate the lower phase a few millimeters before they

disappear. The droplets have never been observed to stick to the wall and there

were no other indications for the existence of a thick diluted film at the walls

of the refrigerator.

4. Discussion.

Based on our visual observations of the dilution process in the refriger-

ator we come to the following conclusions:

i) The diluted phase falls in the form of droplets through the mixing chamber

and through the counterflow capillary. They disappear in or near the

phase-separation surface.
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ii) The size of the falling droplets depends clearly on the temperature of

the mixing chamber and does not change visibly during the fall. The

velocity seems to be 2 cm/s under all circumstances, largely independent

of the He-cycling rate.

iii) As a secondary effect formation of ascending droplets of the concentrated

phase is sometimes visible at the outlet superleak, which does not seem

to affect the operation of the refrigerator.

In the mixing chamber the size of falling droplets is determined by the

surface tension. During their fall into warmer regions, the droplets should

absorb He in order to stay in equilibrium with the surrounding concentrated

phase. However, since the corresponding volume change &V/V is maximally 40%

between 0 K and 0.6 K, the change in diameter hdld is only 12%. We conclude

that the diameter of the falling droplets depends mainly on the temperature of

the mixing chamber. A rough estimate of the diameter of the falling droplets

in the mixing chamber was made using the interfacial surface tension

a = (0.039 AX - 0.016)mN/m for T < 0.6 K [16] , where AZ is the difference

between the He molar fractions of the two phases. Taking the relative weight

of a droplet equal to the force due to the surface tension the diameter of the

falling droplets turns out to be 0.35 mm at 0.6 K, 0.40 mm at 0.5 K, and

0.45 mm below 0.3 K. The observed diameters were about 15%, 50% and 100% larger.

The observed velocity and diameter of the falling droplets can be used to cal-

culate the Reynoldsnumber associated with the flow around the droplets, consid-

ering them as rigid spheres. From this model it is understood that the

Reynoldsnumber exceeds the critical value for all temperatures obtained in the

experiment (Be critical = 1) [17] . However, the T dependence of the viscosity

gives rise to smaller Reynoldsnumbers at lower temperatures. To calculate the

temperature belonging to the critical Reynoldsnumber, we can use the fact that

the calculated as well as the observed diameter of the falling droplets go to

a constant value for r->0, and that the observed velocity seems to be temper-

ature-independent while besides the observed velocity is almost equal to the

relative velocity of the two phases due to conservation of mass of He. Using

d = 1 mm and v = 2 cm/s we calculated that in the vicinity of 10 mK there might

be a transition from turbulent to laminair flow, which could give rise to a

dramatic decrease in the quality of the counterflow capillary as a heat

exchanger below this temperature. This suggests that this effect might provide

22



one of the fundamental limitations for the performance of the He-cycling

refrigerator.
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C H A P T E R 2

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS OF A CRYOSTAT AND A 4HE-CYCLING 3HE-4HE

DILUTION REFRIGERATOR FOR EXPERIMENTS OF LONG DURATION

1. Introduction.

In order to be able to do the measurements that are described in the

chapters 3 and 4, a cryostat is required that can be operated continuously

for periods of several weeks and that is suited for experiments at 1 mK. Such

a cryostat will be described in this chapter. A special feature of the design

is that the liquid helium is contained in a large copper reservoir which is

hanging thermally isolated in a vacuum space; a similar construction has been

used for the liquid nitrogen. Consequently the capillaries and electrical
4

wires for the experiment do not pass through the He bath to be cooled by the
4

ascending He vapour, like in most cryostats, but they are lead through the
vacuum space, where they are thermally anchored at the large copper containers,

one filled with liquid nitrogen, the other with liquid helium. This has the

advantage that the temperature distribution along the capillaries is independ-

ent of time, and not sensitive to refilling with liquid helium. Blocking of

the capillaries by ice or solid air has never happened, although the refriger-

ator has often been operated for more than four weeks.

I
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2. The oryostat.

A survey of our experimental arrangement is shown in figure 1. The

cryostat consists of an outer vessel, which is a rebuilt cryostat of an

expansion helium liquefier, and a removable inner part that can be hoisted up

with a pulley block. The outer vessel, which is filled with liquid nitrogen,

has a cylindrical shape with a height of 152 cm and an inner diameter of 55 cm.

Three times a day the level of the liquid nitrogen in the outer vessel is

brought back automatically between two sensors; the evaporation rate is 1.8

liters per hour.

The removable inner part of the apparatus consists of a top flange with

feedthroughs, a 25 1 container for liquid nitrogen and a 60 1 container for

liquid He at 4 K connected to a vacuum can at the same temperature. The

containers are suspended by the pumping lines. In the vacuum can the experiments

have been done; it has an inner diameter of 33.6 cm and a height of 55 cm, and

it was made of a 2 mm thick copper cylinder that was reinforced by circular

constrictions. The vacuum can has been made in two parts connected by a set of

flanges and a 0 2 mm indium 0-ring that closes the vacuum space leaktight when

the flanges are correctly tightened together by means of 44 stainless-steel

M5 bolts. In figure 2 a survey of the experimental space inside the vacuum can

is given, showing the 1 K plate at the top and the He cryostat at the bottom;

top and bottom plate are both made of copper and are provided with numerous

threaded holes so that the refrigerator and all other parts can easily be

attached to them. The total consumption of liquid He is 42 liters per day,

including the consumption of the 1 K plate, so that refilling with liquid

helium is only necessary once a day.

Precooling of the removable inner part of the apparatus takes about 8

hours and is achieved by forcing liquid nitrogen through a cooling loop, which

is soldered to the copper helium vessel and to the vacuum can. The first

helium transfer takes about 6 hours and requires 85 liters to fill the cryos-
n

tat. During operation the evaporated He is led through another loop along

two radiation shields around the helium vessel and the vacuum can at 30 K and

15 K, respectively. The He cryostat and the dilution refrigerator are pre-

cooled by means of He gas inside the vacuum can, which is pumped away at 4 K

for a period of at least 12 hours.
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Fig. 1 The cryos tat.
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Fig. 1 The cryostat. A - top flange; B - container for liquid nitrogen;
4 4

C - container for liquid He (4.2 K); D - radiation shield around the He

container; E - vacuum can containing the experimental space shown in fig. 2;

it is surrounded by a radiation shield; F - vacuum space; G - cylindrical

container for liquid nitrogen; H - vacuum space; I - filling tube for

liquid He; J - evaporation line for He; K - He pumping tube; L - He

pumping tube (1 K bath); M - inlet of the liquid nitrogen precooling loop;

N - outlet of the liquid nitrogen precooling loop; P - pumping tube for space F;

Q - pumping tube for space E; R - tube for He vapour pressure measurements.

Fig. 2 The space that is available for the experiments; it becomes

accessible when the vacuum can (fig. 1, part E) is removed. The

experiments that are described in chapter 3 and 4 have been done

using a mixing chamber and a compression cell that were mounted

above the demixing chamber g as is shown in fig. 2 of chapter S.

a - 1 K bath located on top of plate i; b - pumping line for the

1 K bath; c - admittance capillary for He for the 1 K bath;

d - He bath; e - pumping line for the He bath; f - admittance

capillary for He for the He bath; g - demixing chamber on top of

the He bath; h - copper bottom plate3 thermally connected with the

He bath d; i - copper top plate, thermally connected with the 1 K

bath a; j - copper flange (at 4.2 K) to which the vacuum can is

connected; k - liquid nitrogen precooling loop on the radiation

shield around the vacuum can (fig. 13 part E); I - He evaporation

cooling loop on the radiation shield around the vacuum can (fig. 13

part E).
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3. The He- üe dilution refrigerator.

The dilution refrigerator, which is used in the compressional cooling
A

experiments to be described in the next chapters, is a He-cycling machine.

Detailed information and references about the history and operation of this

type of dilution refrigerator can be found in chapter 1. Using a He-cycling

rate of 6-10 mol/s, the lowest temperature reached in the mixing chamber was

22 mK. The temperatures of the 1 K plate and of the 3He cryostat were 1.28 K

and 0.4 K, respectively. The refrigerator has been used both with a brass

mixing chamber and with an epoxy mixing chamber, giving comparable results.

The mixing chamber and the other cold parts are surrounded by two radiation

shields at temperatures of 150 mK and 0.4 K, thermally connected to the

counterflow capillary and to the He cryostat, respectively.

The room temperature part of the gas handling system of the Leyden

Dilution refrigerator has been described in detail by Satoh et al. [1]. In our
4

case the liquid He in the 1 K plate is pumped off by an Edwards ISC 1500
3 3 3

rotary pump (capacity 90 m /h), and the liquid He in the He cryostat by an

Edwards ED 660 sealed rotary pump (40 m /h). We had to improve the leaktight-

ness of the latter by carefully cleaning all rubber sealing parts and pro-

viding them with silicon lute. For the gaseous He- He mixture used in the

dilution refrigerator an Alcatel 2004 H sealed rotary pump (4.5 m /h) is

available.

The gas handling systems for the compression experiments are provided
3

with Balzers DUO 1 rotary pumps (1 m /h). The vacuum spaces were evacuated
with an Edwards E02 oil diffusion pump (150 1/s) backed by an Edwards ES 100

3
rotary pump (6 m /h).

4. Thermometry electronics.

In experiments at low temperatures thermometry usually plays an important
role. We have therefore used different kinds of thermometers, attached to

various parts of the apparatus. Some details of the electronic measuring
3

circuits of those methods which make explicit use of the properties of He
will be given here.
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crystal
controlled
oscillator

Fig. 3 The NMR-detection circuit. The dashed line indicates the cryogenic

part.

The continuous wave NMR absorption signal of He in the superfluid region

is used as a thermometer [2] . The NMR apparatus (see figure 3) consists of a

Q-meter with a resonance c i rcui t formed by a copper pick-up coil at low temper-

atures and a tunable capacitor at room temperature. This Q-meter can be tuned

in the range from 20 kHz to 100 kHz to a crystal-controlled r . f . osci l lator,

which is modulated with the 310 Hz reference signal of a lock-in amplifier

(Princeton Applied Research, model 124). In the detector the r. f . component

of the signal from the LC-circuit is rect i f ied by a diode and the 310 Hz

component is passed to the phase-sensitive detector; then the signal is ampli-

fied and written on a recorder.

Two different capacitive pressure transducers w i l l be described in the
3

next chapters. They are used to measure the melting pressure of He from
which the temperature can be derived. A diagram of the required ac capacitance

bridge circui t is given in figure 4. The General Radio 1615-A bridge is
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Fig. 4 The aa capacitance bridge circuit. The dashed line indicates the

cryogenic part.

driven with an audio oscillator at 5 kHz, 3 volt peak to peak. An attenuated

signal is taken from the audio oscillator and is used as an external reference

for the lock-in amplifier (Princeton Applied Research, model 124). The obtained

&C/C ratio is better than 5-10"7.

5. Thermal contacts.

A compression cell, in which He is cooled to temperatures below 2 mK,

will be described in chapter 3. To reduce the heat leak into the cell as much

as possible, special attention has to be paid to the thermal contacts by the
3

mechanical supports, the thermometer wires and the He capillary at the

successive cooling stages.

The fill line to the He compression cell is a 350 cm long capillary with

0.3 mm inner diameter, initially made of stainless steel, which is thermally

anchored at the 3He cryostat and at different parts of the refrigerator using

a special device, in which the capillary is confined in Apiezon grease

1
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'He

Fig. 5 Thermal contact for incoming He through the fill line to the com-

pression cell. The capillary (a) is wound on a copper cylinder (b) which is

attached to the cold surface (a). The capillary is kept on its place by a

brass envelope (d).

between two cold surfaces (see figure 5). As soon as CuNi capillary became

available in the laboratory, the stainless steel capillary was replaced by

CuNi which could be soldered to the cold surface.

To reduce the heat leak along the thermometer wires they are all care-

fully heat sinked at different parts of the apparatus by means of a gadget

slightly modified from the one described by Colwell [3](see figure 6). Pieces

of 0 2 mm insulated copper wire are glued with GE 7031 varnish into holes in

a copper block that is then anchored to the part which has the desired temper-

ature during the experiment. Both sides of 16 of these pieces of copper are

soldered to a 16-pins gold-plated integrated circuit connector (females). The

thermometer wires are made of superconducting multifilament NbTi wire. They
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are soldered to the male parts of the connectors and protected individually
by Teflon insulation and all together by fibre-glass insulation. In this way
reliable thermal contacts are obtained that are interchangeable and easy to
remove.

Fig. 6 Thermal contact for thermometer wires, a-cold surface, b-silver

soldered screw, a-copper block, d-insulated copper wire, e- tin solder,

f,g - connector parts.
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C H A P T E R 3

A POMERANCHUK CELL WHICH IS PRECOOLED AND PRESSURIZED BY

A 4HE-CYCLING 3HE-4HE DILUTION REFRIGERATOR*^

1. Introduction.

3
Adiabatic compressional cooling of He was predicted by Pomeranchuk in

1950 [ 1] . He argued that because of the Fermi degeneracy of the He atoms in

the liquid state, the entropy will decrease linearly with temperature below

that of the solid phase with its constant entropy i?ln2 due to disorder of the

nuclear spin \. The difference in molar volume between liquid and solid He

remains positive and nearly constant. Since the latent heat in the Clausius-

Clapeyron equation is equal to T(S-, -s_), the slope of the melting curve becomes

zero, and the melting curve passes through a minimum, at the temperature at

which the entropies are equal. At lower temperatures the slope of the melting

curve will be negative,i.e. the melting pressure will increase as the tempera-

ture is decreased. This unusual feature can be used to produce cooling through

adiabatic compression of He along the melting curve.

1 MPa = 10 bar = 9.8692 atm; 10 aim = 1.01325 MPa.

This chapter has been accepted for publication: B. van den Brandt,

W. Griffioen, W.Th. Wenckebach, K.W. Taconis and R. de Bruyn Ouboter,

to be published in Cryogenics.
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The predicted minimum in the melting pressure was observed in 1959 by

Baum, Brewer, Daunt and Edwards [2] and by Lee and H.A. Fairbank [3] at a

temperature of 0,319 K and a pressure of 2.931 MPa. The melting curve of He is

shown in figure 1. The first successful application of Pomeranchuk's cooling

method was reported by Anufriev in 1965 [4] , who achieved a temperature of

18 mK starting at 50 mK. A few years later temperatures of ^ 1 mK were reported.

Most of these experiments were performed in a so-called Pomeranchuk cell, which

is precooled by a He-cycling dilution refrigerator. This cell has a flexible

wall or contains a bellows so that the volume of the He can be decreased by

means of a hydraulic fluid (He) on the outside of the cell. A very success-

ful example is the hydraulic press-type Pomeranchuk cell of Osheroff,

Richardson and Lee [5] with which for the first time the transitions were

measured to the superfluid A and B phases of liquid He along the melting curve

(see figure 1). Another excellent example is the stressed diaphragm-type

Pomeranchuk cell of Halperin, Archie, Rasmussen, Buhrman and Richardson [6],

which was used to detect the anti ferromagnetic ordering in solid He (Point

S in figure 1).

Two different possibilities for a simple and elegant Pomeranchuk cooling

device resulted from the development of the He-cycling dilution refrigerator

in the Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratory. They make use of the fact that the Leyden

Dilution Refrigerator can be operated up to nearly the melting pressure of
4He, 2.5 MPa.

The first type has been described by Satoh, Jurriëns, Taconis and De Bruyn

Ouboter [9] . It uses the mixing chamber as the compression cell for Pomeranchuk

cooling. Since the mixing chamber is compression cell as well as precooling

stage, there is no thermal boundary resistance and therefore the mixing chamber

can be precooled easily and without delay to a starting temperature of 10 mK.

The overall pressure in the refrigerator is then raised above 2.5 MPa until

blocking of the superleaks occurs. In this state the mixing chamber contains
3

almost pure He, which is further pressurized mechanically by means of a
bellows which forms a part of the mixing chamber, using a pressure amplifier

A

and He as hydraulic fluid. The minimum magnetic temperature reported was
T* = 1.8 mK and could be maintained for 80 minutes [10] .

The second type of Pomeranchuk cooling device using the properties of the

Leyden Dilution Refrigerator is described here. In this device the Pomeranchuk

cell is separated from, but in thermal contact with the mixing chamber.

To pressurize the Pomeranchuk cell a set of mechanical bellows, which forms a
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Fig. I When oompressional work is done adiabatically3 Pomeranahuk aooling is

obtained owing to the inorease in the (melting) pressure. The point represent-

ing the state of the He in the cell moves from X to S along the melting curve

in the phase diagram3 and moves horizontally from X' to S' in the entropy

diagram. Data were taken from Halperin et al. [7] and for the melting curve

for T> 0.1 K from Triakey et at. [8] .
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part of the Pomeranchuk cell on one side and a part of the mixing chamber on

the other side, is used as a pressure amplifier, and the mixture in the dilu-

tion refrigerator serves as the hydraulic fluid. The lowest thermodynamic

temperature obtained was 1.1 mK. This corresponds to the ordering temperature

of solid He, and is also the lowest temperature which can be obtained

theoretically with this Pomeranchuk cell. The superfluid A and B phases of

liquid He were also observed by detecting the changes in slope of the melting

pressure as a function of time as well as by detection of the NMR signal of

the superfluid He.

2. Experimental techniques.

2.1 The He compression chamber.

2.1.1. A He cell which can be compressed by increasing the pressure in a

He-ay cling He- He dilution refrigerator.

Suppose that the pressure and temperature in the compression chamber

correspond to a point at the melting curve. Since the liquid molar volume of
3
He is larger than that of the solid, a decrease in the total volume results

in an increase of the amount of solid. The latent heat of this conversion

provides the Pomeranchuk cooling. Due to the shape of the melting curve a cell

containing liquid He at T< 0.319 K will be cut off from the outside He supply

at pressures greater than 2.931 MPa [11], the minimum of the melting curve.

Further increases in the pressure can only be achieved by reducing the volume

of the 3He cell.

A He compression chamber was designed following the general requirements

for producing refrigeration by Pomeranchuk cooling. The fundamental principles

are described by Johnson and Wheatley [12] . However, in our apparatus we com-

bined these principles with the unique properties of the He-cycling dilution
A

refrigerator, as may be seen from figure 2. Instead of using He as the

hydraulic fluid the liquid mixture in the mixing chamber of our dilution

refrigerator was used to pressurize the He sample chamber by means of a set of

suitable bellows. The ratio of the surface areas of these stainless steel bel-

lows, connected by a stainless steel rod, was about 1:4. Therefore the maximum

melting pressure at absolute zero might be achieved in the He compression

chamber by simply increasing the overall pressure in the dilution refrigerator
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4
up to about 1 MPa, which is far enough below the He solidification pressure

and below the freezing pressure of the mixture. The dilution refrigerator is

used to precool the He sample to temperatures between 29 mK and 32 mK. In a

typical initial situation prior to a cooling experiment the He sample is at

3.3 MPa, the mixing chamber at 0.7 MPa, both being at the same starting temper-

ature of 32 mK measured at the wall. Increasing the overall pressure in the
A

mixing chamber from 0.7 to 0.9 MPa by supplying superfluid He through the

inlet superleak of the refrigerator pressurizes the He along the melting curve

to 3.4 MPa, solidifies ~ 50% of the liquid and produces cooling to a tempera-

ture of 1.1 mK for more than half an hour.

2.1.2. Technical details of the construction of the mixing chamber and the
compression chamber.

The mixing chamber and the compression chamber are constructed of machined

brass and stainless steel. The pressurization system consists of stainless

steel bellows no. 28935-0 and 28196-1 (Calorstat S.A., Paris). The demountable

arrangement uses indium 0-rings. The volume of pure He around the upper

bellows is 2.6-3.9 cm . In order to be able to do measurements in an unaistort-

ed magnetic field the compression cell is provided with an epoxy "tower". This

part is constructed of several pieces of machined Stycast 1266 (Emerson and

Cuming, Canton Mass. 02021 USA), glued together with the same material.

The first version of the epoxy tower is shown in figure 2. It contains a

75 ohm Matshushita carbon thermometer, a CMN thermometer, a He pressure gauge

and two NMR pick-up coils. Superconductors have not been used in the inside

of the epoxy tower. The total content of the compression cell is 0.24 mol He.

The second version of the epoxy tower is shown in figure 3. It has improved

NMR pick-up coils of copper wire (0 0.3 mm, 6 Layers, L = 65 yH). In order to

avoid heating effects due to magnetisation of the CMN by the static magnetic

field for the NMR measurements, the CMN thermometer has been removed. In this

second version the total amount of He in the sample chamber is 0.28 mol.
3

Except for these alterations and the slightly larger He volume this apparatus
is identical to the first version in figure 2.

3
The He sample is isolated from the precooling stage by its thermal bound-

3
ary or Kapitza resistance. The He fill line is a 350 cm long stainler,s-steel
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H

Fig. 3 The second version of the

Pomeranahuk cell has improved NMR

pick-up coils L,., L„ Q*& &?• The

direction of the static field B

is parallel to Lg and perpendic-

ular to L1. The temperature of
3

the superfluid He inside Ly was

deduced from the frequency shift

of the transversal NMR signal of

the superfluid and appeared to

be somewhat higher than that

measured with the pressure

transducer.

Figure 2 Our Pomeranchuk cell P is built on top of a Leyden Dilution

Refrigerator^ which is used both for precooling and for pressurizing the

He. When more superfluid He enters the mixing chamber M through super leak

Si than the quantity that leaves the refrigerator through S„3 the bellows
3

move upwards, a part of the 0.24 mol He solidifies and decreases in

temperature by self cooling> thereby improving the thermal isolation

(because of the increasing Kapitsa resistance). The space between the

bellows is evacuated. The lowest temperature reached was 1.1 mK, as

derived from the melting pressure.

1
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capillary (0.3 ram I.D.), which is thermally anchored at the He cryostat and

at the different parts of the refrigerator. The external heat leaks into the

Pomeranchuk cell at 1.5 mK are nevertheless 0.1 yW and therefore experiments

below 2 mK cannot last longer than 60 minutes.

2.1.3. Thermometers in the He compression chamber.

A capacitive pressure gauge is used to measure the melting pressure: it

is based on a proposal of Johnson and Wheatley [12] . It is formed by two

beryllium copper plates separated by a 0.127 mm polyester ring (type 0,

Imperial Chemical Industries, London). The flexible plate is 0.3 mm thick and

5.5 mm in diameter. The calibration of the capacitive pressure trans-

ducer against external pressure is described in section 2.3. At 3.5 MPa the

transducer has a sensitivity of 0.46 pF/MPa and a resolution of 8 Pa or

80 pbar.

The CMN thermometer contains 0.1 g powdered cerium magnesium nitrate

with 0.4% copper nitrate. It is calibrated against the He vapour pressure.

The frequency of the continuous wave NMR absorption signal of He is

also used as a thermometer. At temperatures below 2.75 mK the NMR signal of

liquid He shifts to higher frequencies and this frequency shift is related

in a known way to the temperature. The NMR apparatus consists of a Q-meter with

a resonance circuit formed by a copper pick-up coil filled with He at low

temperatures and a tunable capacitor at room temperature (see chapter 2). This

Q-meter can be tuned from 20 kHz to 100 kHz. The necessary magnetic field of

several mT is generated by a double Helmholtz coil with a homogeneity of 10"

over the sample. The signal is observed using phase-sensitive detection and

frequency modulation in order to avoid eddy currents in the compression chamber.

2
2.2. Pressure system for Re.

It is an essential feature of our cryostat that the capillaries and elec-

trical wires do not pass through the helium bath but are lead through a vacuum

space, and that they are thermally anchored at the large copper containers

filled with liquid nitrogen and liquid helium. Thus the temperature distribu-

1
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tion along the capillaries does not change with time during an experimental

run, and slippage of the solid He plug in the fill line to the Pomeranchuk

cell is avoided. Blocking of the capillaries by ice or solid air never

happened. The He-pressure system makes use of a stainless-steel bomb with a
3

volume of 25 c m , containing active coal. Cooled to 4.2 K in a separate
cryostat it can be filled with ^ 0.5 mol He in a few minutes. Back again at

a temperature of 77 K the closed volume will show pressures up to 15 MPa.

The filling procedure of pressurized He into the Pomeranchuk cell is

described in section 2.3. At the end of each experimental run some high
3

pressure He is left inside the bomb. Starting the next run after the

Pomeranchuk cell has been open to the air, closed again and pumped on for

several hours, the remaining air is flushed out with He from this bomb and

trapped in a liquid-nitrogen cold trap.

2.3. Filling procedure and calibration.

With the He cyrostat, the demixing chamber, the mixing chamber and the

He compression cell initially at 1.3 K, He is condensed into the dilution
3 3

refrigerator and He into the compression cell. By means of the He pressure

system described in the preceeding section the compression cell is filled

from 0.1 MPa to 3.5 MPa. After waiting for several hours to allow the internal

stresses to be relieved this pressure is gradually lowered. The capacitive
o

He pressure transducer is calibrated in steps of 0.03 MPa between 3.5 MPa

and 3.0 MPa against a Heise Bourdon gauge with an accuracy of 0.01%. This

calibration procedure is repeated at the end of each experimental run before

warming-up. Care should be taken to avoid errors caused by the formation of

solid, resulting in non-equilibrium pressures in the compression cell. The

performance of the Bourdon gauge was calibrated against a Bell & Howell dead

weight tester and the accuracy of the former was found to be better than 0.02%.

After the calibration of the pressure transducer is completed the compression

cell is closed at a pressure of 3.02MPa,by lowering the temperature of the filling

capillary resulting in the formation of a solid He plug. For this purpose
3

the He cryostat is started. At the same time the CMN thermometer (see fig. 2)

is calibrated between 1.2 K and 0.5 K against the vapour pressure in the He

cryostat. During the cooldown the dilution refrigerator is still filled with
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pure He. After this calibration is completed, at 0.3 K a He- He mixture is

condensed into the refrigerator through the filling capillary F, while He

is cycled through the superleaks in the usual direction at the rate of
-4« 4 =2-10 mol/s. As soon as the phase-separation surface reaches the

demixing chamber a sharp decrease in the temperature of the mixing chamber is

observed, and the condensation is stopped.

2.4 Starting the dilution refrigerator.

Before precooling the compression chamber, a working pressure in the

mixing chamber has to be chosen, corresponding to a suitable initial pressure

in the compression chamber. In order to prevent unnecessary movements of the

bellows, a high initial pressure is preferred. This pressure is limited,

however, in two ways.

Firstly, since the pressure of a constant volume of liquid He is larger at

the intersection with the melting curve below 0.319 K than it is at the inter-

section above 0.319 K, the starting pressure of the compression chamber must

not exceed, say, 3.20 MPa, otherwise the solid formed at 0.7 K will not melt

again upon cooling down. When the working pressure of the dilution refrigerator

is chosen in such a way that it corresponds to a pressure in the compression

chamber of 3.20 MPa upon crossing the melting curve for the first time at

0.63 K, it will cross for the second time at 3.29 MPa and 40 mK [13,14] .

Secondly, since at melting high entropy solid is converted into low entropy

liquid and the resulting amount of heat has to be absorbed by the dilution

refrigerator, a higher working pressure means melting at a lower temperature

with the consequence of a lower cooling capacity of the refrigerator and a

higher Kapitza resistance. This is the second reason to restrict the pressure

of the compression cell to 3.20 MPa.

To fullfill the above mentioned conditions in practice, the compression

cell is closed at 3.02 MPa, and afterwards the refrigerator is set at a pres-
-4

sure of 0.5 MPa and a cycling rate of n^ = 5-10 mol/s. Additionally, before

each Pomeranchuk cooling it is checked with the NMR detector that all solid
3
He has melted.
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3. Experimental results.

Congressional cooling runs were started when the lowest temperature of

about 30 mK was reached in the He sample, typically after running the

dilution refrigerator for 20 hours. The process of precooling, compressional

cooling and warming-up turned out to be very reproducible, and in figure 4

a typical example is given out of a series of 14 runs that were done on 14

consecutive days. The compression was started by raising the overall pressure

in the dilution refrigerator until the He in the compression cell starts

cooling, indicating the formation of the first solid He. In figure 4 this

moment is defined by t = 0. The overall pressure in the refrigerator was

raised further manually and was controlled with the help of a manometer at

room temperature. This manometer was connected to the inlet superleak to avoid

the addition of a room temperature volume to the cold part of the refrigerator.

Its pressure recording is shown in the lower part of figure 4. The resulting

melting pressure in the compression cell was measured with the capacitive

pressure transducer and converted to the thermodynamic temperature T^ using

the table of Halperin, Rasmussen, Archie, and Richardson [7]. The uncorrected

magnetic temperature T* of the CMN was measured at the same time. Due to the

fact that the pressure in the refrigerator could only be increased in small

steps, typically every two minutes, the recorded pressures and temperatures

show an exponential behaviour between every two equilibrium states, which is

not shown in figure 4.

Recorder traces of the melting pressure as a function of time in the

vicinity of points a, b, and s in figure 4 are shown in figures 5, 6 and 7

respectively. They indicate clearly that these points can be identified with
3 3

the A and B transitions in superfluid He and the S transition in solid He.

It is important to explain how the thermodynamic temperatures were cal-

culated. We started measuring the pressure of the A, B and S transitions,

using the calibration of the pressure transducer against the Heise Bourdon

manometer, as has been described in section 2.3. We found the experimental

values PA = 3.4320 + 0.00005 MPa, Pg = 3.4342 +0.00005 MPa and

Ps = 3.4366 + 0.00005 MPa, which are only 0.06% lower than values found by

other authors [6,13,14,15] . Now that we were sure to have observed the real

transitions, we related our measurements of the capacitance at the A and S

transitions to the P. and Ps values of Halperin et al.'J] , and using their r
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Figure 4 A typical example of a compressional aooling run with the apparatus

°f fi-9' 2 is shown. The resulting thermodynamic temperature T , of the He

sample is shown as a function of time. T' , is obtained from in situ melting

pressure measurements; the melting pressure as a function of time at the

points indicated by a, b3 and s is shown in detail in figures 53 6 and 7

respectively. The unaorrected magnetic temperature T* is also indicated^

and shows the risk of using CM thermometry because of the isolation of

CMN in pure He below 5 mK.

The lower part shows the pressure of the inlet superleak.
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table we calculated the temperature 2\. . This method of adjustment has also
been used by others [ 17] .

To get an idea of the temperature distribution in the c e l l , we also

measured the NMR signal of superfluid He in the lower transversal pick-up
3

coil L, (see figure 3). I t is a well-known property of He [18 ] , that i f
the temperature in a stat ic magnetic f ie ld B is lowered below 2"., the trans-

versal NMR signal of solid He keeps the same frequency yBjZv, but the trans-
3versal NMR signal of superfluid He shifts to a higher frequency w/2ir, the

•:..-! 3 i<

o
a

o_

3.432 -

t [mm)

Fig. 5 When the pressure of the liquid-solid He mixture in the Pomeranohuk

cell is not changed externally, the heat leak causes an increase of the

temperature and a decrease of the melting pressure as a function of time.

The second order A-transition is found at 3.43B0 MPa3 using a calibration

of the capacitive pressure transducer against external pressure made at 1 K.
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Fig. 6 Under the same oiraumstanoes as in fig. 53 the first order»

B'-transition is found at 3.4342 MPa.

angular frequency u> being related to B by u ? ?
= [yB ) + n , where n is a

known function of the temperature. Tuning of the resonance-circuit with the

pick-up coil to the spectrometer took a considerable amount of time so that

we had to use a fixed detection frequency /jet-
 To avoid eddy currents in the

walls of the compression cell we did not sweep the magnetic field.

Instead we measured the resonance by changing the temperature until the
2 2 1

relation n(T) = [w d e t - (yBQ) ]
2 w as satisfied. In practice we did the trans-

versal NMR measurement after the compressional cooling during warming-up, when
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Fig. 7 The melting pressure is shewn as a function of time. The arrows

indicate moments where the pressure is raised externally. Although there is

apparently still liquid He left that can be converted into solid without

friction, the melting pressure cannot exceed a certain value of 3.4366 MPa3
2'

which is therefore identified with the S-transition in solid He (i.e. the

antiferromagnetic ordering which is called the C-transition by some authors),

To obtain P the calibration at 1 K was used again.
s

the temperature increased slowly by the heat leak. We investigated frequency
shifts between 20 kHz and 40 kHz, corresponding to temperatures between
2.729 mK and 2.695 mK at ̂ g t ^ = 76 kHz. An example is given in figure 8.
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3.4328 -

t (min)

Fig. 8 During warmivg^up caused by the heat leak, the melting pressure P and

the output of the NMR signal of coil L^ (fig. 2) are recorded simultaneously.

For practical reasons the resonance circuit is tuned to the detector at a

fixed frequency and the derivative of the absorption signal is recorded.

At a certain melting pressure resonance is observed, and from the value of

the field B and of the detector frequency a resulting temperature in L can

be found [19] and compared with the melting temperature measured at the same

moment with the pressure transducer at a distance of 1.5 cm away from Lj. A

fast externally applied temperature change (in between the two resonance

moments) did not give a Be resonance signal.

In order to be able to calculate these temperatures we used the results of
Webb, Kieïnberg and Wheatley [19] to obtain 1-T/T^, and used T^ = 2.75 mK to
obtain'T. These measurements showed that during warming-up the temperature
measured by the pressure transducer was 0.02 mK lower than the temperature
in the NMR pick-up coil L-,. The hydrostatic pressure difference between the
transducer and the NMR coil is about 12 Pa which is roughly 8 times too small
to account for this temperature difference, and the latter is thus presumably
related to the heat leak.
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4. Conclusions.

We described a Pomeranchuk cooling device which is used in combination
4 3 4with a He-cycling He- He dilution refrigerator at high pressures. Neither

of them uses sintered metal heat exchangers. A large volume of 0.24 mol He

can be successfully cooled down each day for a period of one hour to 1.1 mK

in a very reproducible way, although an unexplained heat leak of 0.1 yW still

exists. The apparatus was used to develop NMR and melting curve thermometry in

the low millikelvin range of temperature, which will be used in future

experiments.
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C H A P T E R 4

LIQUID-SOLID PHASE TRANSITIONS AND COMPRESSIONAL COOLING

IN 3HE-4HE MIXTURES AT TEMPERATURES BELOW 0.4 K *)

1. Introduction.

The pressure-temperature-concentration {p,T,X) phase diagram of the two

helium isotopes has been investigated by many experimentalists in the 1960's.

Some of the important contributions to the understanding of the most interest-

ing part of this diagram, located at temperatures below 1 K and at pressures
4 3between the melting pressures of He and He (2.53 MPa and 3.44 MPa respectively

at T=0), were the diagrams proposed by Le Pair et at. [1] and by Tedrow and

Lee [2] . They constructed these diagrams from their own measurements (cooling

curves, i.e. pressure-temperature diagrams of mixtures contained in a cell with

rigid walls having a fixed volume) and from the data of many other authors,

among them specific heat data. Freezing or melting of the constituent phases is

reflected in the shape of the cooling curves, and mixing or demixing of the

phases gives rise to discontinuities in the specific heat as a function of the

temperature.

1 MPa = 10 bar = 9.8692 atm; 10 atm = 1.01325 MPa. This chapter will be

submitted for publication: B. van den Brandt, W. Griffioen^ G. Frossati,

and R. de Bruyn Ouboter, to be published in Physica.
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In the following years more attention was paid to He- He mixtures at low
3 4pressures and to the development of He- He dilution refrigerators. In the

latest experimental study at high pressures in 1976 VvedenskiY[3] analysed

the freezing of mixtures, also in a cell with a fixed volume. Using NMR-tech-

niques he measured additionally the He content as a function of the position

in the cell, and since the different phases have a different He concentration

and thus a different density they are separated by gravity. In this way the

formation of the phases could be monitored by means of the NMR-detector. These

measurements established the greater part of the phase diagram below 0.4 K.

hep

1 O X

d

1 O X

Fig. la-le These TX-diagrams show roughly how the phase diagrams in the

pressure range of interest evolve from the well-known phase diagram at p=0.

The shaded areas aorrespond to inhomogeneous mixtures; solid mixtures are

indicated by their crystal structure, a) P = 2.31 MPa; b) P - 2.4 MPa;
* 4 *

c) P = 2.529 MPa (<p )3 the melting pressure minimum of He; d) P - p , the

pressure at which the triple point is formed at the X-axis (just below this

pressure the L. phase has a finite width along the concentration axis at T = 0) ;

d) P = 2.6 MPa (>P*).

So far it was assumed [2,3] that at T = 0 a three phase equilibrium exists

between almost pure solid (h.c.p.) He, liquid mixture (L,) containing ^ 8% 3He
3 4

and almost pure liquid He (L2) precisely at the melting pressure of He

(2.53 MPa), and that the triple point rises to higher temperatures for higher

pressures. Figure 1 shows roughly how these phases evolve from the well-known
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phase-separated liquid mixture when the pressure is raised from p = O to the

pressure range of interest. In this respect one should consider the consequences

of the Gibbs phase rule in the case of the appearance of a third phase, which

in itself is a result of the relative magnitudes of the binding energies of

He (or He) to the possible phases. According to the Gibbs phase rule for

this binary system, there is only one thermodynamic degree of freedom left

(variance equals one) in the case of three coexisting phases. Thus only one of

the variables temperature, pressure and concentration can be changed indepen-

dently. Consequently, these equilibrium points constitutea line in the pTX-

space. The projection of this line on the pf-plane is the analogue of, for

instance, a liquid-vapour coexistence curve for a single component system. It

should be noted that the location of this line, called a univariant, and the

concentrations of the three phases are independent of the concentration of the

initial mixture.

The univariant, the locus of equilibrium conditions in the pTX-space for

the three considered phases of this binary system (abbreviated to hcp-L,-L2 in

agreement with ref. 2 ) , needs renewed investigations after the recently

proposed phase diagram by Hébral et al. [4] , and by Castaing et at. [5]. These

authors calculated that the diluted liquid L, phase exists at T = 0 up to a

pressure p* = 2.58 MPa, essentially higher than the earlier expected melting
4 *

pressure of He (see figure ld), p {T) is the pressure at which the liquid

phase L, just exists. The subscript o denotes the temperature condition of 0 K.

Here we present measurements of the liquid-solid phase transitions of
3 4He- He mixtures below 0.4 K in the pressure range of interest. Using a cell
with flexible walls, we are able to compress the mixture, to see changes in

the compressibility, to measure p* as a function of T, to estimate p*, and

- additionally - to observe congressional cooling in the mixture.

2. The apparatus.

The experimental cell used for the compressibility measurements is

essentially of the same kind as the Pomeranchuk cell described by Frossati

et at. [6] . It is entirely made of polymer material, the envelope being

machined out of epoxy and the flexible wall being made of 40 pm Kapton

polyimide foil. The pieces were glued together with Stycast 1266. The investi-
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gated mixture is condensed into the center part, which contains a pressure

gauge, a 75 ohm Matshushita carbon thermometer, a four-wire heater and a

capacitive glass thermometer. The outer part is filled with He, that is used

to pressurize the centerpart via the Kapton membrane (see figure 2).

Fig. 2 The cell for the

compressibility measurements.

The mixture is condensed through

capillary I into center part a}

which is separated from the

hydraulic fluid in c by the

flexible wall b. The center

part contains a pressure gauge h,

a glass thermometer g and

sintered-silver heat exchangers e

. which are connected to the

mixing chamber by the copper

rod f.

1.0 cm
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The thermal contact between the sample cell and the mixing chamber of a
4 3 4He-cycling He- He dilution refrigerator is provided by sintered-silver heat

2 2
exchangers (0.54 m in the sample cell and 1.4 m in the mixing chamber) con-

2
nected by a 99.999% copper rod (cross section 4 mm ) that is interrupted by a
thermal switch. This switch is made of a bundle of 20 separated wires of

99.99% tin, each having a diameter of 0.28 mm and a length of 9 mm, soldered

to the copper rod using a hydrogen micro-welding apparatus. The silver heat

exchangers were made by pressing silver powder on 0.5 mm thick silver-plated

copperfoil and sintering at 200 °C for about 30 minutes. The different copper-

foils were argon-welded to the ends of the copper rod. The complete cell is

surrounded by a NMR pick-up coil, and situated inside a coil for the static

magnetic field B by means of thin Vespel supports. This coil is kept at 0.15 K,

resulting in a heat leak to the cell of less than 10 nW.

The pressure gauge, a capacitive pressure transducer, was constructed by

evaporating ^ 100 nm of platinum on the polished surfaces of two disks of

sapphire with a diameter of 6 mm. Using Stycast 1266 the 0.3 mm thick sapphire

disks were glued together with a spacer ring of cigarette paper between them,

leaktight, parallel and with the platinum layers facing each other. At low

temperatures the air between the plates freezes and the capacitance between

trie platinum layers (which are provided with soldered wires) is related

uniquely to the bending of the sapphire disks and thus to the outside pressure.

The sensitivity of this capacitive pressure transducer is about 1 pF/MPa,

yielding a resolution of 5 Pa. Sensitivities of 30 pF/MPa have been achieved

using plates with a diameter of 12 mm.

The capacitive glass thermometer was made of a disk of Suprasil, 0.5 mm

thick and 7 mm in diameter, with the two flat surfaces covered with evaporated

platinum electrodes. The capacitance across these electrodes is a steep

function of the temperature, as has been pointed out by Frossati et al. [7] ,

and is measured in a bridge circuit at a frequency of 9 kHz.

3. Experimental procedure.

In order to calibrate the thermometers and the pressure gauge, the experi-

ment is started using pure He in the cell. While the cell is filled gradually
3

with He at high pressures and the pressure is cycled a few times at a temper-

\
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ature of ^ 1 K, the pressure gauge is calibrated against a Heise bourdon

manometer at room temperature. After precooling with the dilution refrigerator

the cell is thermally disconnected by means of the heat switch and a series of

Pomeranchuk cooling runs are done to calibrate the thermometers against the

He melting curve. The calibration of the pressure gauge against the external

pressure is repeated after the calibrations with melting He are completed. The

experiments with a mixture, as described in the next section, are done during
A

several weeks and afterwards the cell is filled with pure He for a last

pressure calibration, also using the minimum of the melting curve of He as a

fixed point. Systematic errors in the pressure measurement appeared to be less

than 1 kPa.

Gaseous samples are made by thoroughly mixing the appropriate quantities
3 4of pure He and pure He in a gas handling system. The mixture is then condensed

into a small volume containing active coal immersed in an auxiliary Dewar at

4 K, disconnected from the gas handling system and warmed up to room tempera-

ture. The gaseous mixture with a pressure higher than 10 HPa is subsequently .

admitted to the sample cell at 0.3 K with a large pressure difference across I

the inlet valve. The speed of filling determines the number of moles sealed by *

the solid plug that is formed in the filling capillary due to the minimum in

the freezing curve of the mixture*'. After the formation of the plug the sample

is cooled with the dilution refrigerator, and measurements of the compressibili-
4

ty are done isothermally by pressurizing with He from the outside of the
Kapton membrane. Additionally, at the end of the experiment heat capacity

measurements have been done to check the He content of the mixture.

In this work information about the He- He phase diagram is obtained from

isothermal measurements of the pressure P of a He- He mixture as a function of

AP, the pressure difference across the membrane; the first series of measure-

The volume of the capillary is kept small3 and the temperature along the

capillary is constant at the location where the plug is formed, so that we

do not expect that processes in the capillary could disturb the concentra-

tion nor the volume of the cell significantly.
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3 _

ments was done on a mixture with an average He concentration x = 8% and the

second series with 1 = 15%. The change in volume dv of the centerpart of the

cell is proportional to d(AP), as has been shown by Frossati [8J. In practice

the volume is decreased by supplying more He hydraulic fluid to the outside

of the membrane, and its measured pressure is subtracted from P to get AP. In

the case of an isothermal compression of a single-phase liquid the slope of

the P vs. AP curve is determined by the isothermal compressibility B of this

liquid, since 3 = -V (dP/dF)„. The proportionality constant of this membrane
3relating dv to d(AP) is obtained from a calibration with pure liquid He,

having a known compressibility. Phase transitions can be observed by the

changes of volume that are involved.

4. The experiment.

Qualitative analysis of the phase diagrams of Le Pair et at. [1] and of

Tedrow and Lee [2] predicts what should happen if one compresses a mixture

with a given concentration isothermally. In figure 3 the expected behaviour

of the pressure P of a mixture with X = 8% at T = 100 mK is plotted as a

function of AP, the pressure difference across the membrane. The shape of the

curve and its position with respect to the P-axis are determined by the physical

properties of the mixture, whereas the position with respect to the AP-axis

depends on the experimental conditions prevailing at the moment of blocking of

the capillary. If, for instance, the pressure on the outside of the membrane

is zero when the cell is filled, the initial state of the mixture corresponds

to a point on the line P = AP and is fully determined by the temperature and

the number of moles of each isotope sealed in the cell. The range of AP values

covered by a subsequent compression is then determined by the maximal per-

missible reduction in the volume of the cell.

The shape of the isothermal P vs. AP diagram and the position with respect

to the P-axis can be understood in the following way. Starting (at X = 8% and

T = 100 mK) with a uniform liquid phase L^ at ^ 2.0 MPa, the pressure of this

mixture rises due to compression according to its compressibility (see fig. 3)

until at a certain pressure (indicated by point A in fig. 3) phase separation

will occur. In view of the uncertainty in our knowledge of the phase diagram

two phase equilibriums are possible when the pressure of the mixture is raised.
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p*

i hep- bcc-l_2

\ hcp-L2

\ B hcp-Li-l_2

\ Li-L2
\ OP hcp-L,

A \

V
A P

Fig. 3 The expeoted behaviour of the pressure of the mixture F as a function

of AP, the pressure difference across the membrane, as derived from the phase

diagrams in figure 4. Line BB' represents the formation of the hep phase. The

line AB is dashed because of the uncertainty in the expected behaviour.

hep hep 0.5

w/A ffed \WM V/JMi
1 0 X 1 0 1 0 x

0

Fig. 4a-4e In these TX-diagrams the possible phase equilibriums for a mixture

with X °* 8% He are shown as a function of the pressure at a temperature of

100 mK by means of dots (hcp-L^ Li~L2' hcp-L-.-L^ hcp-L „ and hcp-bcc-Lp are

indicated respectively). The pressure in 4a and 4b is p ; two alternative cases

are sketched since the exact value of X is unknown. For slightly lower pres-

sures than p there is a finite concentration range for the L~ phase also at

T=0. The phase separation is shown for increasing pressures in 4ot 4d and 4e.

How the bec phase in 4d evolves from fig. le is described in ref. 1 and 2.
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As has been indicated in figures 4a and 4b respectively, the compression of

the Lj phase can result in the formation of either an equilibrium hcp-Lj or an

equilibrium Lj-I^» depending on whether x < xQ (fig. 4a) or X > x Q (fig. 4b).

This phase separation will be reflected in the slope of the P vs. AP curve

(part A-B in fig. 3), although the effect of the formation of Lp as second

phase will probably be almost negligible whereas in the other case freezing

out of hep as second phase can be expected to have a large volume effect; this

unknown behaviour has been indicated schematically by a dashed line (AB). In

point B of figure 3, a triple point is reached, in which there is equilibrium

between h c p - L j ^ (fig. 4c). To reach point B', which is still represented by

figure 4c, the change in volume corresponding to the formation of the solid

hep phase has to be achieved. Going from B' to C equilibrium between hcp-L^

exists (fig. 4d) and the compressibility in this regime results from the

simultaneous effect of the compression of both phases and of the change of

their concentration with the change of pressure. It may be of interest to note

that there are at least two possibilities for the geometrical distribution of

the two phases: one is that l_2 floats on top of the hep phase, the other that

droplets of L« are contained in a hep matrix. Finally in point C in figure 3

another triple point is reached representing hcp-bcc-Lp equilibrium (figure

4e). Interesting compressional cooling is found to occur in point C; it will

be described separately.

5. ResuIts.
5.1 Isothermal compressibility measurements.

In figure 5 the P vs. &P measurements are shown of an 8% mixture condensed

into a cell at a pressure just above the minimum of its freezing curve. At

six different temperatures compressions were done as isothermally as possible,

and for each temperature a curve with the shape sketched in the right-hand

side of figure 3 was obtained. Therefore, the steep slope is associated with

compression of the L, Phase, and the compressibility calculated from the slope

is e = 0.0457 + 0.0005 MPa , in good agreement with data of Watson et al. [9]

for a 8% mixture, extrapolated to higher pressures. That the results for the

different temperatures coincide on the same line demonstrates that the effect

of thermal expansion is too small to be resolved. The fact that no change of
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Fig. 5 Compressibility measurements at six different temperatures (indicated

in mK between brackets) of a mixture with X = 8%. The kinks are associated with

the beginning of freezing of the hep phase and these six points are presented

in the pT-plane in the inset. For thermodynamic reasons the connecting line

in the inset has to approach T - 0 with a slope equal to zero.

slope is observed upon further compression (point A in fig. 3) suggests that
already for x - 8% Li-Lo phase separation occurs. The kinks in the P vs. tP
curves are associated with the hcp-l^-Lj, triple points and in the inset the
pressure p* of these triple points is related to the temperature belonging to
it; the inset also serves as explanation of the symbols used to indicate the
measured points. The AP-independent part of the pressure indicates the freezing
of the hep phase, and since this demands a change in volume of about 8% [10] ,
whereas the volume of our cell can only be decreased by 5%, this freezing
process could not be completed.
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After the measurements presented in figure 5 were done, the cell was

warmed up to 1.5 K where the pressure was increased before the cell was cooled

down again. The compressional runs obtained in this case are presented in

figure 6. Since the amount of mixture sealed off in the cell at the moment of

blocking of the capillary has increased, they now extend to higher pressures

and exhibit the shape shown in the left-hand side of figure 3. The flat

portions, up to the kinks, are again associated with the hcp-L,-L2 triple

points, now for the case where the formation of solid hep is being completed.

In the inset is shown that their pressures are indeed lying on the same line

in the pT-plane, the hcp-L,-Lo univariant, as has been measured in figure 5.

From the slope of the P vs. AP curve in figure 6 we found values for the

1.5 2.0
AP(M Pa)

2.5

Fig. 6 Compressibility measurements of the same 8% mixture of fig. 5; since
the number of moles in the aell is increased^ the origin of the LP-axis is
shifted. The kinks now correspond to the completion of the freezing of the
hep phase. The connecting line in the inset is the same line as in fig. S.
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compressibility of the hcp-l_2 mixture of 0.045, 0.041 and 0.043 MPa at 90,

220 and 310 mK respectively. The fact that different hcp-L2 lines have been

obtained is understood. It is due to the difference in the amount of hep formed

at different temperatures at the moment of starting the compression.

In figure 7 the P vs. AP measurements are shown of a 15% mixture, giving

results which should be comparable with the measurements of the 8% mixture in

figure 5. Since the 15% mixture undergoes phase separation along the same

hcp-L,-L2 univariant, the p*(T) relation should be the same for 15% and for 8%.

This has actually been found as may be seen from the inset of figure 8, where

the measured points of 8% (with dot) have been given again, and where the same

line is drawn through the points as in figure 5.

2.6-

2.60

o

2.56

2.52

(275)

0

2.64

2.56

-
\ 1

D-O

1 1

1 1 !

0

l l l

1

O

-

100 200
T(mK)

300

I I I I

2.0 2.4
AP (M Pa)

Fig. 7 Compressibility measurements cf a mixture with X - 25% at six different

temperatures (indicated in mK between brackets). The kinks are associated with

the beginning of freezing of hep at the hep-Lj-L~ univariant, and they are pre-

sented in the inset in the pT-plane. The points measured in figure 5 with a

mixture of 8% are again shown (with dot) for comparison.
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In figure 8 our measurements of the hcp-L^-Lg triple points are compared
with the data of Tedrow and Lee [2], showing a clear difference for tempera-
tures below 250 mK. An extrapolation of our results to T = 0 gives a value for
p*, the maximum pressure at which L, can exist at absolute zero, of 2.555 MPa
which is not far from the predicted value of 2.58 MPa [4,5].

2.7

£
2.6

2.5-

h c p - L , - L 2 ^

J I

*bcc,-hcp-L2

bcc,-Ll-L2\

O O.I 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
T(K)

Fig. 8 In this diagram our measurements of the hap-Lj-Lg univariant using a

mixture with. "ÏC = 8% (with dot), and a mixture with X = 15% (without dot) are

compared with the measurements of Tedrow and Lee [2] . Our measurements also

have to approaah T=0 with a slope equal to zero.

Finally, we would like to comment on a related subject; reversing of the
process that is described in this section, i.e. lowering the pressure from a
higher to a lower value than p*, results in mixing of the hep and L? phase
into the Lj phase. Under adiabatic circumstances this dilution process might
produce "decompressional adiabatic cooling", according to Castaing et at. [5].
From qualitative measurements we found an effect too small to be considered
promising. Probably frictional heating in the solid hep phase plays an important
role in this process.
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5.2 Adidbatio compvessional aooting in a mixture.

In this section we present preliminary results of compressional cooling

experiments in the mixtures of section 5.1. From figures 3 and 4e it can be

seen that compression of hcp-Lp leads to a triple point in which equilibrium

exists between hcp-bcc-L^. We observed this point experimentally as the be-

ginning of selfcool ing of the sample; to study the net effect of this self-

cooling we thermally disconnected the cell from the mixing chamber by means

of the superconducting switch and compressed the sample adiabatically.

The results are shown in figure 9. For one of the runs the compressional

path is indicated: line AB is an isothermal compression, in point B cooling

on both thermometers is observed and the thermal contact with the mixing

chamber is disconnected, BC represents adiabatic compression, whereas in point

C further compression becomes impossible since the He hydraulic fluid outside

the Kapton membrane becomes solid. The He melting curve is also indicated.

The observed temperature reduction of the mixture demonstrates that the volume

decrease apparently leads to a conversion of liquid L2 phase into a solid

phase with a higher entropy, i.e. the solid bcc mixture according to figure 4e;

the consequence is that this mixture follows the hcp-bcc-L^ univariant towards

lower temperatures upon further compression.

Comparing the results of figure 9 with compressional cooling of pure He,

we come to the following conclusions:

i) The projection on the pT-plane of the compressional cooling path of a

mixture along the hcp-bcc-Lp univariant follows the He melting curve

below 225 mK. This can be explained by the phase diagram of the mixture,

since the Lp region becomes smaller and smaller at increasing pressures,

ii) Compressional cooling of a mixture appears to become possible at higher

temperatures than is the case for pure He. Since the compressional

cooling is due to conversion of low-entropy liquid into high-entropy solid,

it can be carried out below the temperature where both entropies are

equal, i.e. the temperature where the freezing or melting curve has its

minimum. For He this temperature is 0.319 K (see chapter 3), whereas

for a mixture this temperature is known to be substantially higher [1,2] .

This shift implies that the entropy difference between the solid bcc
3

mixture and solid He is larger than the difference between the corres-
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ponding liquid L- phase and pure liquid He. More measurements could be

done to investigate this phenomenon.

iii) Some of the points of the compression of the 8% mixture are lying above

the He melting curve in figure 9. It is not yet clear whether this is due

to the measuring procedure, carefully as it has been carried out, or to

an effect that has been described by Smith et al. [11] , who observed

that helium in small pores solidifies at overpressures of up to 0.3 MPa

above the bulk melting pressure. If this would apply to our measurements,

of which we are in no way sure, it would indicate that the geometrical

distribution of Lp is in the form of droplets in a matrix of hep.

Fig. 9 Compressional cooling

observed from a mixture of He

and He with an average He

concentration of 8% (points

with dot) and of 15% (other

points). The solid line is

the He melting curve. The

different symbols indicate

different self coo ling runs,

which were necessary because

of the limited volume decrease

of our cell.

100 200
T(m K)

300 400
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6. Conclusions.

3 4We presented measurements of liquid-solid phase transitions in He- He

mixtures contained in a cell with flexible walls. From isothermal compressibi-

lity measurements between 50 mK and 310 mK we measured the pressure where a
4

three-phase equilibrium exists between almost pure solid He (hep), diluted
liquid He (L,) and almost pure liquid He (L2). The L, phase appeared to

exist up to a pressure of 2.555 MPa, well above the melting pressure of He

(2.53 MPa). At higher pressures we found that a decrease of the volume of a

hcp-Lp mixture results in selfcooling, apparently due to conversion of L~

into solid bec mixture along the hcp-bcc-Lp univariant. This compressional

cooling effect was observed in the temperature range from 340 mK to 24 mK at

pressures between 2.8 MPa and 3.4 MPa.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift zijn experimenten beschreven die zijn uitgevoerd in

het temperatuurgebied van 0,4 K tot 1 mK. Belangrijke facetten van het onder-

zoek waren het ontwerp en de bouw van een toestel waarmee deze temperaturen
3

konden worden bereikt. Het toestel bevat een met He gevulde metalen cel
waarin beneden 0,3 K de temperatuur daalt door adiabatische omzetting van

vloeibaar in vast He, wanneer het volume van het He door middel van een in

de cel ingebouwde balg wordt verkleind. Deze zogenaamde Pomeranchukcel wordt

voorgekoeld en gecomprimeerd door middel van een He- He mengkoelmachine van

het type waarbij He wordt gecirculeerd. De vloeistof in de mengkamer van de
mengkoelmachine wordt gebruikt voor de hydraulische bediening van het balgen-

3

systeem, dat voor de verkleining van het volume van het He zorgdraagt, het-

geen een vereenvoudiging ten opzichte van reeds bestaande apparatuur betekent.

Voorts zijn twee hiermee samenhangende onderwerpen bestudeerd, namelijk het

onderzoek naar de werking en mogelijke verbetering van de - als voorkoeltrap

gebruikte - mengkoelmachine, en het onderzoek naar de eigenschappen van

He- He mengsels bij hoge drukken. Dit laatste kan gezien worden als een

toepassing van de ontworpen apparatuur.
3 4In hoofdstuk 1 is een beschrijving gegeven van de He- He mengkoelmachine

van het type met circulatie van He. De eerste mengkoelmachine van dit type

werd in 1971 in het Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratorium gebouwd door Taconis,

Pennings, Das en De Bruyn Ouboter; de laagst bereikbare temperatuur werd na

verloop van tijd op 8 mK gebracht. Voor verdere verbeteringen waren echter

meer gegevens over de processen die in de mengkoelmachine optreden nodig.

In hoofdstuk 1 zijn visuele waarnemingen beschreven van het mengkoelproces

en het tegen elkaar in stromen van de twee vloeibare fasen in een daartoe uit

glas vervaardigde mengkoelmachine, die in een donkere kamer kan werken tussen

0,17 K en 0,8 K. Bij deze temperaturen en bij een druk beneden 2 MPa splitst
3 4 3

een vloeibaar He- He mengsel zich op in twee vloeibare fasen, een He-rijk
4

mengsel dat boven drijft en een superfluïde He-rijk mengsel onderin de
mengkoelmachine. Zodra He door het ingangssuperlek de mengkamer binnentreedt,

3

gaat He hierin in oplossing. Er ontstaan druppeltjes van een verdunde oplos-

sing van He in He, die door hun grotere massa naar beneden vallen. De grootte

van deze druppeltjes is gemeten, en kan worden verklaard met behulp van de

oppervlaktespanning tussen de beide fasen; hun snelheid lijkt onder alle om-
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standigheden dezelfde te zijn. De mogelijke implicaties hiervan voor de werking

van een dergelijke mengkoeimachine bij 10 mK zijn eveneens besproken.

In hoofdstuk 2 is het deel van de cryostaat beschreven waarmee het

temperatuurgebied boven 0,5 K wordt bestreken. Er is daarbij gebruik genaakt

van een constructie die de invloed opheft van de hoogte van het He bad op de

temperatuurverdeling in het toestel. Tevens zijn enkele details van de in

het onderzoek gebruikte methoden voor de temperatuurbepaling uitgewerkt.

In hoofdstuk 3 zijn de principes van Pomeranchukkoeling uiteengezet.

Voorts is de speciale versie van de Pomeranchukcel en de gevolgde afkoel-

procedure beschreven. De laagst bereikbare temperatuur bedraagt 1,1 mK. Met

de ontworpen opstelling kan deze temperatuur op betrouwbare wijze worden ge-

reproduceerd. Dit wordt geïllustreerd door het feit dat langs de smeltlijn

zowel de overgang van vloeibaar He van de normale naar de superfluïde toe-

stand (bij 2,75 mK) als de overgang in vast He naar de magnetisch geordende

fase (bij 1,1 mK) kan worden gedetecteerd, evenals de temperatuurafhankelijke

verschuiving van de NMR-lijn in het superfluïde He-gebied. Dergelijke

experimenten kunnen met de beschreven opstelling gedurende-enkele weken

dagelijks worden gedaan.

In hoofdstuk 4 zijn metingen aan He- He mengsels beschreven die zijn

uitgevoerd in het drukgebied tussen 2,5 MPa en 3,4 MPa. Met behulp van

metingen van de isotherme compressibiliteit tussen 50 mK en 310 mK is de druk

gemeten waarbij er een evenwicht bestaat tussen bijna puur vast He, een

verdunde oplossing van He in vloeibaar He (ca. 8% He) en bijna puur vloei-

baar He. Door middel van extrapolatie naar het absolute nulpunt is gevonden

dat in een zeker concentratiegebied dit verdunde homogene vloeibare mengsel

kan bestaan tot een druk van 2,555 MPa, duidelijk hoger dan de smeltdruk van

He (2,53 MPa). Bij hogere drukken splitst dit mengsel zich op in bijna puur
4 3

vast He en bijna puur vloeibaar He. Wanneer het volume nu verder wordt ver-

kleind, daalt de temperatuur van dit mengsel. Dit koeleffect is waargenomen in

het temperatuurgebied van 340 mK tot 24 mK bij drukken tussen 2,8 MPa en

3,4 MPa. Het verschilt van Pomeranchukkoeling van puur He. De waarde van

deze koelmethode hangt tevens af van de invloed van de mengentropie op dit

proces, en dient nader te worden onderzocht.
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CURRICULUM VITAE

Teneinde te voldoen aan het verzoek van de Faculteit der Wiskunde en

Natuurwetenschappen volgt hier een overzicht van mijn studie.

Nadat ik in 1970 het eindexamen HBS-B aan het Chr. Streeklyceum te Ede

had afgelegd, begon ik mijn studie aan de Afdeling der Technische Natuurkunde

van de Technische Hogeschool Twente te Enschede. Van januari tot juni 1974

was ik werkzaam bij de vakgroep Lage Temperaturen Fysica, die onder leiding

staat van prof.dr. L.C. van der Marel, waar ik dr.ir. J. Flokstra assisteerde

bij onderzoek naar de magnetische eigenschappen van RbCoClo-2H90 en

Cs2MnCl4"2H20. Tijdens de baccalaureaatsstage bouwde ik digitale apparatuur

voor de afdeling Biofysische Chemie van het "Biozentrum" van de Universiteit

van Bazel, Zwitserland. Na mijn terugkomst deed ik in 1974 het baccalaureaats-

examen. In 1976 legde ik het ingenieursexamen af voor een commissie onder

voorzitterschap van prof.dr. L.C. van der Marel. De daarvoor vereiste

doctoraalopdracht verrichtte ik elders; van juni 1975 tot juli 1976 was ik

assistent van prof.dr. J.L. Olsen in het Laboratorium voor Vastestoffysica

van de Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zurich, in wiens groep ik deelnam

aan het onderzoek van prof.dr. P. Marti noli naar Josephson superstroomoscil-

laties opgewekt door coherent bewegende fluxlijnen in supergeleidende alumini-

umfilms. Tevens gaf ik in Zurich werkcolleges aan bouwkunde- en geodesie-

studenten.

Vanaf 1 september 1976 werkte ik in het Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratorium in

de groep Quantumvloeistoffen onder leiding van prof.dr. K.W. Taconis en

prof.dr. R. de Bruyn Ouboter. Vanaf 1980 werd het onderzoek mede geleid door

prof.dr. G. Frossati. Na de bouw van de omvangrijke apparatuur begon ik in

1978 met de in dit proefschrift beschreven metingen. Het experiment, waarbij

m.b.v. visuele methoden de druppel vorming en het stromingspatroon in een

glazen Leidse mengkoelmachine bestudeerd is, werd uitgevoerd in samenwerking

met drs. J.W. Tierolf, die reeds geoefend was in astronomische waarnemingen

en mij in zijn kijk op de geobserveerde verschijnselen genoeglijk liet delen.

Simultaan deed ik het experiment met de speciale Pomeranchukcel, waarin -voor

het eerst in september 1979- puur He tot 1.1 mK afgekoeld werd. Vervolgens

werd in een plastic compressiecel het stollen en smelten van He- He mengsels

onder hoge druk bestudeerd. Deze beide langdurige onderzoeken werden uitge-

\
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voerd in jarenlange prettige samenwerking met drs. W. Griffioen, die nu mijn

plaats heeft ingenomen.

Tot september 1980 was ik in dienst van de Rijksuniversiteit Leiden. Daarna

werd mij welwillend verlenging verleend door de Stichting Fundamenteel

Onderzoek der Materie. Vanaf 1977 verleende ik assistentie op het praktikum

Elektronische Signaalverwerking.

Sinds 1 september 1981 ben ik werkzaam bij de Afdeling der Luchtvaart-

en Ruimtevaarttechniek van de Technische Hogeschool Delft, in dienst van de

Stichting Bevordering Industriële Research voor de Aluminiumindustrie.
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SLOTWOORD

Naast de in het curriculum genoemden hebben vele anderen de totstand-

koming van dit proefschrift mogelijk gemaakt. In overleg met dr. W.Th.

Wenckebach werd de opstelling voor de detectie van de kernspinresonantie van

He gebouwd. Bij de interpretatie en de beschrijving van de experimenten is

telkens op plezierige wijze overleg gepleegd met dr. H. van Beelen.

De bouw van het beschreven toestel vergde veel inzet en vindingrijkheid van

de technische staf van het laboratorium. Voor de constructie van het toestel

dat in de hoofdstukken 2 en 3 is beschreven werd op vakkundige wijze zorg

gedragen door de heren A.J.J. Kuyt en 6. Vis die de mengkoelmachine, de

kunststofdelen van de Pomeranchukcel en de gevoelige drukmeter maakten, en

door de heren J.P. Hemerik en A.J. Kamper die de cryostaat en het balgen-

systeem bouwden. De in hoofdstuk 1 beschreven glazen mengkoelmachine werd op

kunstige wijze vervaardigd door de heer P.J.M. Vreeburg. De heren J.D. Sprong,

J.A.Th, van Schooten en J. de Vink zorgden voor een niet aflatende stroom

vloeibaar helium en vloeibare stikstof.

De illustraties in dit proefschrift en het ontwerp van het omslag zijn van de

hand van de heer W.F. Tegelaar. Het manuscript werd getypt door mevrouw B.M.E.

Cats. Tevens spreek ik mijn dank uit aan allen die de uitvoering en de

presentatie van deze experimenten mogelijk hebben gemaakt en die hier niet

zijn genoemd.
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STELLINGEN.

De meting van een eventuele temperatuursprong t.g.v. een

warmtestroom over het fasescheidingsvlak tussen de geconcen-
3 4

treerde en de verdunde fase van een He- He mengsel beneden

100 mK dient bij voorkeur te worden uitgevoerd in een korte

cylindrische cel met wanden van epoxy en gebruikmakend van

capacitieve glasthermometers tegen de boven- en onderkant van

het inwendige van de cel.

De beschrijving van het fasediagram van He in een magnetisch

veld zoals gegeven door Ambegaokar en Mermin, is wat betreft

het gedeelte in de buurt van het door hen aangegeven trikri-

tische punt aan twijfel onderhevig.

V. Ambegaokar, N.D. Mermin, Phys. Rev. Lett. 30(1973)81.

4
De analyse van de diktebepaling van de He film door Ekholm

en Hallock toont aan dat hun meetresultaten van de snelheid

van het derde geluid als functie van de druk in overeenstem-

m i n g zijn m e t de r e s u l t a t e n van S c h o l t z , M c L e a n en R u d n i c k ,

m a a r n i e t d a t h u n b e p a l i n g v a n d e f i l m d i k t e j u i s t z o u z i j n .

D.T. Ekholm, R.B. Hallock, Phys. Rev. B21(1980)3902.

J.H. Scholtz, E.O. McLean, I. Rudniak, Phys. Rev. Lett.

32(1974)147.

4. De bewering van Polturak en Rosenbaum dat bestaande meet-

resultaten moleculaire bindingen tussen "He-quasideeltjes op-

gelost in superfluïde He niet uitsluiten is aanvechtbaar.

E. Polturak, R. Rosenbaum, J.Low Temp. Phys. 43(1981)477.



5. De controverse over methyl-reoriëntatieprocessen tussen

Clough e.a. en Emid e.a. kan worden teruggebracht tot de

vraag of een fonon bij kamertemperatuur in staat is - zonder

gebruikmaking van dipolaire kernspininteracties - een

overgang tussen de verschillende symmetrische rotorstanden

van een methylgroep te bewerkstelligen.

S. Clough, Chem. Phys. Lett. 80(1981)389.

S. Emid, Chem. Phys. Lett. 80(1981)393.

Het is te verwachten dat de faseovergang naar de magnetisch

geordende toestand van protonspins in éénkristallen van

gebluste kalk bij negatieve spintemperatuur en het magneet-

veld parallel aan de a-as van de eerste orde is, zoals dat

ook het geval is bij de faseovergang naar de door Osheroff

bestudeerde magnetisch geordende toestand in vast He.

D.D. Osheroff, Proo. Internat. Conf. Low Temp. Phys.

LT 16 (Los Angeles 1981), invited paper.

7. De ontwikkeling van een nieuw constructiemateriaal voor toe-

passing in de vliegtuigbouw vraagt niet alleen om een veel-

zijdige evaluatie van alle relevante materiaaleigenschappen,

maar evenzeer om een grondige fenomenologische studie van

het materiaalgedrag bij de beproeving.

8. Omdat elke verbetering van de beeldkwaliteit van de semi-

invasieve computertomografie ('X-ray CT-scan') met een toe-

name van de stralingsbelasting gepaard gaat en de niet-

invasieve echografie moeilijk reproduceerbaar is, verdient

het aanbeveling de beeldvorming door protonspinresonantie

('nuclear magnetic resonance imaging') voor medische toepas-

singen verder te ontwikkelen.

F.W. Smith, J.R. Mallard, A. Reid, J.M.S. Hutahison,

The Lancet (1981)963.



9. De metingen van Bendijk et al. tonen aan dat uit de afwezig-

heid van Si-lijnen in het röntgendiffractogram van snel uit

de smelt afgeschrikte AlSi-legeringen niet kan worden gecon-

cludeerd dat de totale hoeveelheid silicium zich in over-

verzadigde vaste oplossing bevindt.

A. Bendijk, B. Delhez, L. Katgerman, Th.H. de Kei

E.J. Mittemei.Qer3 N.M. van der Pers, J. Mater*, Sax.

15(1980)2803.

10. Het is niet te verwachten dat metingen van de thermodyna-

mische temperatuur met een gasthermometer waarbij de dicht-

heid van het gas wordt bepaald uit metingen van de brekings-

index, in het temperatuurgebied tussen 2 K en 100 K dezelfde

nauwkeurigheid zullen opleveren als metingen met een

klassieke gasthermometer.

A.R. Colelough, Metrologia 10_(1974)7Z.

B. van den Brandt Leiden, 17 december 1981.


